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Significance of the Study 
Many athletes score well on strength tests but can not 
throw or jump proportional distances. In other words, they are 
unable to produce the power necessary for explosive-type events. 
There appears to be a gap in training techniques concerning the 
1 relationship between strength and power. -Zanon has attempted to 
bridge this gap through his description of exercises which utilize 
the concept that muscles contract with greater force if this con­
traction is preceded by £orced-stretching of leg and hip extensor 
muscles.2 
At present, research relative to use of forced-stretch 
training in the United States appears to be limited. Although some 
training exercises are used for long jumpers and triple jumpers, 
underlying principles are not well understood. Further progress in 
improvement of present world jUIIJping and throwing records will 
require improvemen� in methods of training presently employed.J In 
-this study the present investigator attempted to determine whether 
1icired Wilt, "Plyometrics What It Is - How It Works," 
Athletic Journal , Vol. 55, (May, 1975), 76 ,  89-90. 
2 Sergio Zanon, "Die Bewusste Ausnutzung der Muskelvo�ehnung," 
Die Lehre der Leichtathletik, No. 42/4J. 1974. 
Jibid. 
-the forced-stretch concept of training m°ight.be used to improve 
jumping capabilities of athletes in sports requiring explosive 
action. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study �as to conduct a comparative 
analysis of the effects of selected exercise programs involving 
forced-stretch training and weight training in the development of 
leg power among college men, as measured by performance in the 
thirty-yard sprint, vertical power jump, and relative force tests.· 
Also analyzed were data obtained through relative force grouping 
within the experimental and control groups. 
Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses were investigated: 
1. There will be no difference in scores achieved in pre­
and post-test results of the thirty-yard sprint, relative force 
test, and vertical power jump, by members of the Forced-stretch 
Training Group._ 
2. There will.be no difference in scores achieved in pre­
and post-test results of the thirty-yard sprint, relative force 
test, and vertical power jump, by members of the Weight Training 
Group. 
J. There will be no difference in scores achieved in pre­
and post-test results of the thirty-yard sprint, relative force 
test, and vertical power jump, by members of the Control Group. 
2 
4. There will be no difference in scores achieved in pre -
and po st-test results o f  the thirty -yard sprint, relative force 
test, and vertical power jump, by members of the Relative Force 
Groups. 
5. There will be no differen ce in mean scor es achieved in 
the thirty-yard sprint, relative force test, and vertical power 
jump, between members of the experimental groups and control ·group ,  
between members o f  the relative force groups, o r  between members of 
the trainin� groups and relative force groups. 
Delimitat ions and Limitations 
1. The subjects were 36 male students enrolled in Fitness. 
3 
and Lifetime Activity classes at South Dakota State University during 
the Spring semester of 1976. 
2 .  The length of the study was five weeks with 15 training 
sessions. 
3. All subjects participated in regular class activities 
of basketball skills. 
. 
4. The subject's outside activities were not controlled . 
5. Da ta wer e collected only on dynamic strength and power 
of leg extensor muscles , weight , and time in the thirty -yard sprint. 
6 .  S trength testing was conducted on the Universal Weight 
Machine, with weight recorded to the nearest twenty pounds . 
Definition of Terms 
Depth Jump. An exercise in which the subject jumps from 
4 
a predetermined height and executes a second jump as his feet contact 
4 the landing surface. 
Forced Stretching. A muscular tensioning phenomena in 
which the maximum force of athletes is transformed into specific 
rapid power.5 
Index of Relative Force. A value obtained by dividing 
maximum dynamic force by the subjects weight. The index indicates 
whether maximum dynamic force is sufficient for forced-stretch. 
6 
training. 
Power. The product of force and velocity; ability to apply 
force at a rapid rate. 7 
8 
a mass. 
Speed. Rate of movement as a result of applying force to 
Strength. Ability of muscles to exert force against 
resistance.
9 
4 . . Sergio Zanon, . "Plyometric Fur Die Sprunge, " Die Lehre 
der Leichtathletick, No. 16, 1974. 
5zanon, "Die Bewusste Ausnutzung der Muskelvordehnung." 
6 Zanon , "Plyometric Fur Die Sprunge." 
7c1ayne R. Jensen and A. Garth Fisher, Scientiiic Basis of 
Athletic Conditioning (Philadelphias Lea and Febiger, 1972), p. 247. 
E\rerbert A. deVries, Physiol ogy of Exercise {Dubuque,' Iowas 
Wm. C. Brown Company, 1974), p. 420 . 
9
Jensen and Fisher , op: cit. , p. 248 . 
· 5 
Stretch Reflex. An automatic reflex to contract in skeletal 
�o muscles , brought on by sudden stretching of t he muscles. · 
lOibid. 
Chapter II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
-studies concerned with the development of leg power and leg 
strength, basis for depth jumping, measurement of leg power and 
-strength, and the physiological and-mechanical aspects of develop-
ing leg power were reviewed. The information from these studies 
aided in planning the design and procedures used to complete this 
investigation. 
The Development of Leg 
Strength and Power 
Capen's study indicated that a weight training group lifting 
twice a week for eleven weeks gained significantly at the . 02 level 
of confidence over a physical conditioning program in power measure-
ments and strength. 'rhe results pointed to the probability that 
weight training has a positive effect on power and strength.1 
Berger in a twelve-week study of 199 college males found 
( strength increa�es most rapidly when between four and eight 
repetitions (with maxim:um weight that can be lifted ten times in 
succession ) are used with three sets.2 
1E. K. Capen, "The Effect of Systematic Weight Training on 
Power, Strength, and Endt.Iance," Research Quarterly, Vol. 21, No. 1, 
March 1950, pp. 8J-9J . 
2 Richard A. Berger, "Optimum Repetitions for the Develop-
ment_ of Strength," Research Quarterly, Vol. JJ , No. 2, Nay 1962, 
pp. 335-JJ6. 
7 
Francis and Tipton investigated the effects_ of weight train­
ing on quadriceps reflex time. The J6 subjects training twice a 
week for 6 weeks increased muscle strength and improved in reflex 
time. The authors sta ted that the correlated data failed to 
indicate any direct association of strength to quadriceps reflex 
time .J 
Berger and Henderson reported a high relationship between 
power and both static and dynamic leg strength in 66 male college 
students . 4 Start recorded 19 measures of the lower limbs of his 
subjects and compared power , speed , strength , and anthropometric 
measures . I t  was found that speed has a considerable similarity 
to power and little to strength . The latter two factors appeared 
to be separate entities .5 
Considine and Sullivan in their analysis of the relation-
ship between leg power and leg strength tests , found leg power 
and strength do not have a high relationship . They also concluded 
that leg power is a complex entity made up of several components ,  
JPeter R. Franc.is , and Charles M. Tipton , "Influence of a 
Weight Training Program on Quadriceps Reflex Time , "  Medicine and 
Science -in Sports , Vol . 1 ,  No . 2, June 1969 , pp . 91-94 . 
4 Richard A. Berger and J. M. Henderson ,  "Relationship of 
Power to Static and Dynamic Strength ," Research Quarterly, Vol .  37, 
No . 1, March 1966 , p .  9. 
5K. B. Start , et al . ,  "A Factorial Investigation of Power , 
Speed , I sometric Strength, and Anthropometric ��easure in the Lower 
Limb , "  Research Quarterly , Vol. 37, No. 4 ,  December 1966 , p • .55J. 
8 
two of which are strength and speed, with speed possibly the primary 
element.
6 
Jensen and Fisher suggested certain guidelines for a 
strength building program. They recommend exercises be specific to 
the muscles involved in the movement as gains in strength occur only 
in exercised muscles. Secondly, for maximum strength improvement, 
muscles ·should be contracted against near-maximum weight with four 
to eight repetitions. The last principle to consider is that weight 
must be progressively increased as strengtn is increased in order to 
continually overload the muscles.
7 
Forced Stretch Training 
'I'he basis for depth jump training was summarized by Zanon: 
In movement there is a simultaneous functioning of the 
working and restraining muscles. This jamming of the muscles 
in various athletic events makes possible some advantageous 
actions and increases mechanical efficiency. This jamming of 
an articulation to change direction of force causes a stretch­
ing of the muscular system which elastically stores energy 
to replace it in the next phase. It then becomes possible to 
6william J •· Considine and William J. Sullivan, "Relation­
ship of Selected Tests.of Leg Strength and Leg Power on College 
. Men," Research Quarterly, Vol. 44, No. 4,  December 1973 , p. 416. 
7 Clayne R • . Jensen and A. Garth Fisher, Scientific Basis 
of Athletic Conditioning ( Philadelphia: Lea and Febiger, 1972), 
pp. 68-69. 
obtain greater powers of energy thrgugh use of the elastic 
possibilities in physical exercise. 
9 
A problem Zanon associated with jump training is the ability 
of the muscular system to receive such exercises. Research confirms 
that there is no statistically certain relationship between maximum 
isometric force and the explosive-reactive-ballistic force.9 
Through logic, Zanon devised a method for determining the 
optimum relationship between braking and accelerating tensioning 
involvement. In this method the athlete executes a stand_ing high 
jump after flexing his legs and the highest score is recorded. The 
athlete then repeats thi's process after stepping from a height which 
is progressively higher by 20, 40, and 60 centimeters. At each level 
the ·maximum height reached in the jump after landing is recorded. 
The value of the greatest height reached after landing should always 
be· higher than that reached from a floor level jump. 
The other factor to be considered is the maximwn isometric 
force produced. by the leg extensors. If this force when compared to 
the subjects body weight yields a value greater than two, this force 
is considered sufficient. This proportion of relative force can be 
compared to the value of the subjects optimwn height of fall and the 
8sergio Zanon, "Considerations for Stating Some Parametric 
Values of the Relations Between Maximal Isometric Relative Strength 
and Elastic Relative Strength, Useful for Planning and Controlling 
the Long Jumpers' Conditioning Training," ( paper presented at the 
ELLV Congress, Budapest, Hungary, 1974). 
9Ibid. 
height of 80 centimeters which is used by athletes of highest 
international quality. The proportions for comparison are: 
height of box s 80 = relative force : 2 
The comparison can be used to determine the emphasis for training 
so that both proportions may become equa1.10 
Werchoshanskij employed three groups of 20 persons to test 
10 
the effect of short jumps, long jumps, and a combination of the two 
on speed. Short jumps consisted of single leg take-offs with one 
or both legs, and long jumps_ were a series -0f jumps with one leg 
or changing legs over JO , 60, or 100 meters and more. Criterion 
measures to control changes in running speed and specific power, 
were times over JO , 60, and 100 meters with a flying and crouch 
start, long and triple jump distances, and other tests making a 
total of 18. Conclusions made werea 
1. Single and short jump exercises influence development 
of acceleration at the start. They also guarantee an 
increase in stride length and an increase in stride frequency. 
2. Long jump exercises contribute to maximal speed and speed 
endurance. 
3. The combination of jump exercises offers the greatest11 training effect on �pecific power abilities in sprinting. 
In describing the plyometric concept, Wilt indicated that 
there is a gap existing between sheer strength and actual explosive 
10 Sergio Zanon, "Plyometric Fur Die Sprunge," Die Lehre der 
Leichtathletik, No. 16, 1974. 
11J. Werchoshansklj and G. Tachjornoussow, "Sprunge im 
Training der Sprinter," Die Lehre der Leichtathletik, Nos. 45/46/47, 
1974, pp. 1662 and 1695. 
power. Training programs to bridge this gap still need to be 
developed in the United States. Such techniques are limited only 
by one's own imagination. When developing an exercise the 
11 
technician should consider that the quicker and the longer a muscle 
stretches, the greater tension it exerts, with the rate of stretch 
being more important. The overload principle should also be employed 
12 to increase strength. 
Testing Leg Strength 
and Leg Power 
Berger and Henderson tested 66 male college ·students for 
static and dynamic leg strength and their relationship to leg power. 
Both were found to be highly significant in their relationship to 
power. 13 
Berger studied the effect of strength increases due to 
static and dynamic training. Both groups made significant gains in 
strength, but the resulting increases were not related. It was 
concluded t.hat the use of a dynamic strength test did not provide 
an accurate measurement of strength gained through static training, 
and that static te�ting didn't measure dynamic strength accurately.14 
12Fred Wilt, "Plyometrics What It Is - How It Works," 
Athletic Journal, Vol. 55, (Nay, 1975), 76, 89-90. 
lJBerger and Henderson, loc. cit. 
14Richard A .  Berger, "Comparison of Static and Dynamic 
Strength Increases," Research Quarterly, Vol. 33 , No. J, October 
1962� pp. 329-JJJ . 
12 
- -Possible effects on power test results are previous activity, 
practice and coaching tips, and the level of motivation. Common 
tests of athletic power are inadequate for use in experimental 
research since learning to perform could be mistaken for increased 
power. Tests such as the vertical power jump should be used since 
extraneous movements have been eliminated.
15 
Gray developed a test of leg power in which data were 
computed according to the scientific definition of power to obtain 
a horsepower rat;ng. To assU:re this was a true test of power the 
jumping technique had to be controlled. He did this by securing· one 
arm behind the back while the pref erred arm was raised vertically 
and held steadily against the side of the head. The head and back 
remained erect throughout the test. Test-retest correlation pro-
. - � 
cedures revealed a reliability coefficient of . 985 . 
Myotatic Stretch Reflex 
The stretch reflex is a simple reflex arc involving only 
one synapse in the spinal cord. A stretching of the muscle 
results in stretching the intrafusual fibers of the muscle spindle. 
This tends-to d eform the sensory end-organs causing an afferent 
15.s. L. Johnson and J .  K. Nelson, Practical Measurements for 
Evaulation in Physical Education (Minneapoliss BurgesR, 1974) 
p. 70. 
1�. K. Gray, K. B .  Start, and D. J.  Glencross, "Test of 
Leg Power," Research Quarterly,. Vol. JJ, No. 1, March 1962, pp. 
329-JJJ. 
impulse to be discharged. The result is ·a contraction of the 
stretched muscle.17 
1) 
Guyton describes the stretch reflex as, •• • • •  the net effect 
�f the muscle to o�pose any stretch of the muscle beyond its present 
length." As the muscle spindle is stretched, and there is an 
-
afferent discharge, a simultaneous inhibitory impulse is transmitted 
to the antagonist muscles. He further stated that the muscle spindle 
can be stimulated many times stronger by a sudden increase in the 
degree of stretch. The intensity caused by the sudden stretch is 
extremely ix>werful in comparison with the increase caused by slow 
stretch.18 
Willis and Grossman in their text have described a dynamic · 
and static category of gamma motor fibers. The dynamic phase in-
creases the sensitivity of the primary endings to the velocity of 
stretch which results in a rate of discharge that greatly exceeds 
the rate of the afferent discharge in the steady state. The firing 
rate in the static phase occurs after a new muscle length is 
reached..19 
In a study of the triceps surae muscle group of male rats, 
Valker found that stress relaxation after quick stretch is 
l? ( H. A. deVries, Physiology of Exercise Dubuque, Iowas 
Wm. C. Brown Co., 1974), pp. 69-70. 
18Arthur C. Guyton, M. D. , Textbook of .·1edical Physiology 
(Philadelphiaa W. B. Saunders Co., 1971), PP· 650-651. · 
l9William D. Willis,
· 
and Robert G. Grossman, Medical 
Neurobiology (Saint Louisa C. V. Mosby, 197J), pp. 48�50. 
314022 . SOUTH DAKO A STATE UNIVE SITY LIBRARY 
accompanied by twitch tension greater than that obtainable after 
slow stretch at all lengths of the muscle observed.20 
14 
Margaria used man's forearm flexer, sartorli of a toad, and 
the gastrocnemius of a frog to determine the effects of speed of 
stretch and length of stretch in the negative phase on the positive 
work done by a muscle. He found the amount of work done after 
stretching to be 1.5 to 2.3 times greater than that done in a con­
traction without prestretching. He concluded thats 1) part of the 
work done on the muscle is recovered as elastic energy which adds 
to the pull in muscular contraction, and 2) the energy output by 
the contractile component after negative work is increased.21 
Influence of Fatigue 
DeVries found that as a muscle contracts to the point of 
fatigue, each motor unit offers less force to the contraction. As 
a result more motor units are required to fire to maintain the 
22 original level of tension. 
Stull and Clarke studied patterns of recovery following 
. 
isometric and isotonic strength decrements. Each of 31 subjects 
participated in the isometric contraction for one minute and maximal 
20s . M. Walker and A. G. Thomas, "Changes in Twitch Tension 
Induced by Quick Stretch and Stress Relaxation," American Journal 
of Physiolog.y, Vol. 198, No. J, March 1960, PP• .52J-527. 
21G. A. Cavagna, B. Dusman, and R. Nargaria, "Positive Work 
Done by a Previously Stretched Jtuscle," Journal of Applied 
Physiology, Vol. 24, No. 1, June 1968, PP• 24-J2. 
22. deVries, op. cit., PP• 390-39l. 
.rhythmical contractions for three minutes at the rate of 30 per 
minute. A hand dynometer was used to determine strength at six 
1.5 
time intervals from 10 seconds to nearly four minutes. The isometric 
-group was near full recovery at four minutes, while the isotonic 
group's strength level had surpassed that recorded at the initiation 
of the exercise.23 
Inverse Myotatic Reflex 
The Golgi Tendon org�, as described by deVries, is a 
somewhat simpler end-organ tha.li the spindles and are found in the 
musculotend.inous junction and throughout the perimysial connective 
tissue. This ending is deformed by tension in the tendon and dis-
charges as a result of passive stretching or active contraction of 
the muscle. The tendon organ and spindle differ in function in 
that the tendon organ seems to be a protective device, inhibitory 
to the entire functional muscle group. This tendon reflex prevents 
24 overstressing of the tissues. 
Guyton describes the inverse myotatic reflex as, "the 
phenomena that occurs when the tension on the muscle, and therefore 
_on the tendon, becomes extreme." Rapidly conducting type A alpha 
nerve fibers transmit signals into local areas of the spinal cord. 
23c. Alan Stull and D. H. Clarke, "Patterns of Recovery 
Following Isometric and Isotonic Strength Decrement," Medicine 
and Science in S-ports, Vol. 3, No. J ,  Fall 1971, PP• 1J5-1J9 . 
24deVries, op. cit., P• 70 . 
16 
This is believed to excite a single inhibitory interneuron that in 
turn inhibits the anterior motor neuron. The local circuit directly 
inhibits the individual muscle without affecting adjacent muscles • 
. Th� i�hibitory effect from the tendon organ can be so great that 
relaxation of the entire muscle may occur.25 
25Arthur c. Guyton, M � D., Textbook of Eedical P 
(Philadelphia: w. B. Saunders Co., 1971 · ' PP• 650, 54 .  
Chapter III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Organization of the Study 
The study was con ducted over a five-week period beginn in g 
on January 26, 1976, and en din g·February 26, 1976. The subjects 
participated in three train in g sessions per week, two of which were 
held prior to their scheduled physical education class and the third 
at a mutually agreed upon time. Pre-tests were admin istered durin g 
regular instructional periods between Jan uary 19, and January 22, · 
1976. Post-tests were admin istered February 26, 1976. Pre- and post­
test data involved recording weight, maximal dynamic leg stren gth, 
leg power, and time in the thirty-yard sprint for all subjects. A 
composite score was derived by computin g z-scores from data obtained 
in the pre-tests. Composite z-scores for the subjects-are listed 
in Appen dix A .  Subjects were then subsequently ranked in order of 
performance, an d randomly assigned to on e of three groups employ�n g 
the ''pill box" m�thod. The groups were designated as the Forced­
stretch Group, Weight Group, and Control Group. The subjects were 
also gro�ped in to Relative Force Group I or Relative Force Group II 
as determin ed by their relative .force index, 
for use in the analysis 
of data. Train in g periods for all groups were approximately 15 
minutes in len gth followed by participation in regular class 
activities. 
Source of the Data 
Forty-three students were originally enrolled as subjects 
for this investigation. Excessive absences ( more than three) or 
failure to complete pre- or post-tests reduced the number to 36 
subjects. All subjects participated in activities associated with 
basketball skills offered in classes taught by the investigator. 
General ·characteristics of the 36 subjects are presented in Table 
I. 
Administration of .the Treatment 
18 
Treatments selected for experimental groups consisted of 
exercises to increase leg strength in the Weight Training Group 
and selected jumping exercises designed to L�crease the power of 
the leg muscles by employing the stretch reflex in the Forced­
stretch Group. A brief warmup was administered to all three groups 
at the beginning of each treatment period. Exercises selected 
were those which would provide a warmup effect for hamstrings, 
quadriceps, and triceps surae muscle groups. 
Treatment for the Forced-stretch Training Group. The jump 
exercises selected were patterned after those described by Zanon 
19 
TABLE I 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUBJECTS 
Name Age Weight 
1. C. B. 19 1.56 
2. D. B. 19 158 
J. R. B. 18 141 
4 .  R .  B. 19 170 
5. J • B. 18 137 
6. R. C. 18 168 
7. D. D. 21 175 
8. D. E. 19 138 
9. B. E. 18 126 
10. M. E. 18 151 
11. G. G.  18 155 
12. B. G. 18 125 
lJ. N. G. · 18 142 
14. W. H .  18 140 
15. S. H. 18 200 
16. D. I. 19 155 
17. w. J. 18 146 
18. J. J .  18 157 
19. P. K. 20 160 
20. S. K. 18 170 
21. T. K. 19 182 
22. L. M. 18 189 
23. J. N • 19 180 
24. J. N. 18 147 
25. G. 0. 19 1.56 
26. W. P. 19 138 
27. L. p. 18 132 
28. T • p • 19 180 
29. A. R. 18 152 
JO. R • . S. 18 209 
31. G. S. 18 156 
32. J. r. 18 163 
JJ. N. T. 22 197 
34. J .. v. 19 157 
35. D. V. 18 158 
J6. B. W. 18 168 
and Werchoshanskij.1 The three types of jumps employed were depth 
jumps, stair jumping, and short jumps. 
20 
1. Depth Jumps. The proper box heights had to be determined 
for each subject before the jump exercises could be performed. The 
following procedure was employed to find this heights 
A. A maximum height was recorded for each subjects 
performance in the vertical jump. 
B. The subject then executed a depth jump from the 20 
centimeter box, and the height was recorded. 
·-
c. If the height recorded from the depth jump exceeded 
that recorded on the vertical jump, a depth jump was 
then executed from the next successive box height 
of 40 or 60 centimeters. 
D. When the box height reached was equal to that of the 
vertical jump the subject trained at the box height. 
E. When the height reached on the depth jump was less than 
that of the vertical jump the next lower box was used 
for training purposes.2 
The investigator demonstrated and emphasized that subjects 
should merely step off the box :5.n order to maintain a relaxed state 
in the muscles involved. After stepping off the box, the subject 
landed on the balls of his feet.- bending his knees and immediately 
rebounded upward to the greatest height possible. The action of the 
1sergio Zanon, "Plyometric Fur Die Sprunge," Die Lehre der 
Leichtathletik, No. 16 , 1974; 
J. Werchoshanskij and G. Tachjornoussow, "Sprunge im Training der 
Sprinter," Die Lehre der Leichtathletik, Nos• 45/46/47, 1974_, 
pp. 1662-1695. 
2 . Zanon, loc. cit.· 
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arms was coordinated with the thrust of the leg s  • Five depth jumps 
were performed each training session . 
2. Stair Jumping . The subject assumed a position at the 
foot of the stairs . He then proceeded to· bound up the stairs 
landing on the balls of his feet, letting the heel drop down, 
bending the kne es , and immediately jumping to the next step . The 
procedure was repeated until the top step was reached . The subject 
then walked down to the starting level , repeating the procedure 
three times . 
The stairs located in the foy er of the Physical Education 
building at South Dakota State University were used for these 
exercises . There was a total of 9 steps with a seven inch incr ease 
per step . 
J. Short Jumps . The subject assumed a standing position 
on a flat surface and using both legs executed a series of five 
jumps for maximum height . It was stressed that there should be no 
dwelling time b etween each of the five jumps . This exercise was 
repeated in three sets . 
Treatment for the Weight Group . The DeLorme-Watkins method of 
· progressive resistance exercise was employed to determine starting 
weights- and when resistance was to be increased . Each subj ect's 
maximum lift for five repetitions was determined and the fir st set 
was performed at 50% of the maximum lift , the second set was 75%. 
of maximum l i�t ,  and the third set was 10� of maximum lift . Each 
set consisted of five repetitions. When the subject could lift 
the maximum for eight repetitions, a new maximal weight for five 
repetitions was determined. 3 The four exercises performed by the 
weight group were leg press, toe raises, knee extension, and leg 
curl. 
L Leg Press and Toe Raises. The subject sat at the leg 
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press station placing only the balls of the feet on the lower foot 
pedals of the weight machine. He then extended the leg, and while 
at full extension, executed maximum plantar flexion. The seat was 
placed in the last position and subjects were allowed to hold 
themselves in the seat. This exercise was designed to strengthen 
the quadriceps and triceps surae muscle groups. Each subje.ct 
completed three sets of five repetitions. 
2 .  Knee Extension. The subject assumed a position on the 
bench at the quadriceps-hamstring station, lying face up with the 
lower legs hanging at a ninety degree angle to the upper legs. The 
subject placed the front of each ankle under the apparatus and 
extended the legs to a 180 degree angle. The exercise was completed 
in three sets of five repetitions. 
J. Leg Curl. The subject assumed a position lying face 
down on the bench at the quadriceps-hamstring station. The position 
was such that the back of each ankle was placed under the apparatus 
3T. L. DeLorme and A. L. Watkins, Progressive Resistance 
Exercise (New Yorks Appleton-Centure-Cr�fts, 1951), P· 24. 
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and the legs were flexed at the knee joint until there was 
approximately a ninety degree angle formed at the knee joint. Each 
subject completed three sets of five repetitons. 
The order of treatment was leg press and toe raise, leg curl, 
and knee extension. There was a brief rest period between exercises 
as others in the group completed their sets. Each subject was 
instructed to lift at a steady rate and to avoid lifting in any type 
of explosive action. 
Treatment for the·Control Group. The control group was given a 
routine of basketball drills to perform during the training period. 
These drills consisted of three right handed layups, three left 
handed layups, three jump shots from the right, and three from the 
left side of the basket. The remaining time was spent scrimmaging 
or free shooting. 
Collection of the Data 
The following procedures were used by the investigator to 
familiarize the subjects with the studys 
1. Each subject was given a handout outlining the purpose 
-of the study, and their importance to the study. (See Appendix A) 
2. An explanation and demonstration of the tests and 
training exercises was provided. 
For the comparative analysis of the effects of forced-
stretch training and weight training, data were collected from pre­
tests and post-tests for four variables.- They included the 
following: 1) weight for use in calculating the relative £orce 
index, 2) dynamic strength of the leg, J) vertical power jump 
values, and 4) thirty-yard sprint times. 
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Thirty-Yard Sprint� The thirty-yard sprint was employed to determine 
if any relationship between speed, :power, and strength existed, as 
speed has been called a primary element in the factor of power.4 
An electronic timing device was used to measure the times 
to the· nearest 1/100 of a second. The subject assumed a standing 
ready position behind the starting mat which was wired to a photo 
electric cell at the finish line. The foot of the lead leg was 
placed over the starting mat with only the heel in contact with the 
floor surface. Starting at their own discretion, the subject's 
lead foot made contact with the starting mat and activated the 
timing device. At the finish line, a light beam was broken to stop 
the clock. The investigator recorded the times on all trials. 
Subjects were given three trials with the best time used in 
the analysis. There was a recovery period between each trial as 
other subjects completed their trials. The timing device is 
pictured in Figure 1. 
Weight. Subjects were weighed on a scale to the nearest pound. 
This value was used to calculate the relative force index, and in 
4William J. Considine and William J. Sullivan, "Relationship 
of Selected Tests of Leg Strength and Leg Power on College io:en," 
Research Quarterly, Vol. 44, No. 4 ,  December 1973, P· 416. 
Figure 1. riming Device for 'l'hirty Yard Sprint 
Figure 2. Vertical Power Jump 
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the computation of the power value. The subjects were weighed in 
their physical education attire. 
Dynamic Leg Strength. The subjects were given the opportunity to 
becom e familiar with the lifting stations on the Universal Weight 
Machine on January 7 and 8, 1976. During this tim e they were 
instructed to find an approxim ate m aximum lift for each of the 
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exercises described above. On the following Wednesday and Thursday, 
the strength tests were administered. Each subject started at the 
weight he thought could be lifted. If the lift was performed with 
relative ease, 40 pounds were added. If the subject made the lift 
with so.m e  difficulty, 20 pounds were added. If the subject was 
unsuccessful at the attempt, the weight was lowered 20 to 40 p0U�1s 
until the subject could perform the exercise.5 If there was an 
unsuccessful attempt , the subject was required to rest for a period 
of at least four minutes before m aking another att empt. Identical 
procedures were used for the post test. 
The mean differences in scores were used in the analysis to 
determine possible effects of the two training procedures. Data 
appear in Tables II, III, IV, and V. 
Relative Force Index. This index was calculated by dividing the 
dynam ic force in pounds as measured on the Universal Weight Machine, 
5cindy Fliss, "Accuracy of College Women Shoot
in� Set Shots 
As Affected By Selected Training Programs" (unpubli
shed ivlaster' s 
thesis, South Dakota St ate University, 1974) , P• 21 . 
by t he w eight of the subjec t. If the index equalled or surpassed 
2 . 0  i t  was assumed the subject had sufficient muscular strengt h to 
efficiently perform the jump exercises .
6 
The index was als o the 
fact or that determined the assignment to R elative Fo rce Group I 
or II. 
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Verticai Powe r Jump. T he subjects were tested for leg power by the 
vertical pow er jump. The subject assumed a stan ding po sition facing 
si deways to the wall wi th hi s preferred ar� behi nd his back grasping 
the top of his short s. The other arm was rais ed ver�ic al ly with 
t he hand turned outward and fingers ext ended. T he s ubject then 
stoo d as tall as possible on the toes, and the height of the extended · 
middle finger was reco rded. C halk dus t was placed on the middle 
finger and the subject assumed a squat position. He was t hen told 
to jump as high as poss ible u sing only the legs fo r upward thrus t 
and touch t he board at the top o f  the jump. Eac h  subj ec t was allowed 
three trials , disregarding any jump in w hich balanc e was los t. T he 
i nvestigato r recorded the height of the chalk mark to the neares t 
' 
1/4 i nc h. R eliabill ty f or . the vertical power jump was reported as 
. hi gh as . 977 ,an d validity as high as .989 .
7 
6
S ergio Zanon, " Considerations for St at ing S ome P arametric 
Values o f the R elat ions B etween Eaximal I sometri c R elati ve Strength 
and E las tic R elativ e Strength , Use ful for Plann ing an d  Controlli ng 
t he Long Jumner ' s  Cond i t ioning Train ing , "  ( pa.per pres ented at the 
ELLV C ongres� , B udapest , Hungary ,  1974) . 
7B arry L. N elson and Jac k K. Johns on, Practical M easuremen t s 
for E val uation in Physi cal Education (Hinn eapol is : Burgess , 1974) 
pp. 177-178 . 
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The height jumped in inches multiplied by the weight of the 
subject and divided by twelve gave the power value in foot pounds . 8 
This value was used in the analysis of the differences within the 
groups and among the groups . An illustration is given in Figure 2 .  
Chapter IV 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Organization of the Data 
for Analysis  
The data collected in this study were analyzed using two 
statistical procedures . The first analysis was performed to 
determine whether any significant changes o ccurred between pre- and 
post-tests within the three training groups and if any significant 
changes occurred within the two Relative Force Groups .  A t -test 
using data from the analysis of variance procedure was employed as 
suggested by the Experiment Station Statistician at South Dakota 
State University . Tables II, III, and IV contain the least square 
means and standard error values which were used to determine the 
signficance of changes . 
The second analysis, a two X three factorial analysis of 
variance design , was used to determine whether a relationship 
existed between and among the three training groups and the two 
relative force groups . 
The factors which comprised the two X three factorial 
design included data from the Forced-stretch Group, Weight Group, 
Control Group , Relative Force Group I (those who scored above 2 . 0) , 
and Relative Force Group II (those who scored below 2 . 0 ) . The . 05 
level of confidence was accepted as the minimum level needed for 
the rejection. of each hypothesis . 
TABLE II 
GROUP DATA FOR ANALYSIS OF MEAN CHANGE WITHIN 






Relative Force I 
Relative For ce I I  
Forced-stretch Group 
X Relative Force I 
Forced -stretch Group 
X Relative Force II 
Weight Group · X 
R elative Force I 
Weight Group X 
Relative F orce I I  
Control Group X 
Relative Force I 
Control Group X 
Relative Force II 




-0 . 01 
0 . 02 
0 . 01 
-0 . 01 
-0 . 02 
-0 . 02 
o . oo 
0 . 02 
0 . 02 
0 . 02 
o . oo 
Standard 
Error 
0 . 02 
0 . 02 
0 . 02 
0 . 02 
0 . 02 
O. OJ 
0 . 02 
0 . 02 
O . OJ 
o . 04  
0 . 02 
JO 
(sx · t ) * 









The SX • t value must be smaller than the least-square 
mean :for that group in order for significance to o ccur . 
TABLE III 
GROUP DArA FOR ANALYSIS OF 1·:EAN CHANGE WITHIN 
GROUPS FOR THE RELATIVE F ORCE TEST 
Independent Least-Square Standard 
Variable Mean Error 
Forced-stretch Group . 10 . 04  
Weight Group . 12 .42 
Control Group . 04  . 05 
Relative Force I . 10 . 04  
Relative Force II . 08 . 04  
Forced-stretch Group 
x Relative Force I . 09 . 05 
Forced-stretch Group 
x Relative Force II . 11 . 06 
Weight Group x 
Relative Force I . 14 . 05 
Weight Group x 
Relative Force II . 10 . 07 
Control Group x 
Relative Force I . 07 . 08 
Control Group x 
Relative Force II . 02 . 05 
t . 05 (30) = 2. 042 
* 
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fhe SX • t value must be smaller than the least-square 
mean for that group in order for significance to occur . 
TABLE IV 
GROUP DATA FOR ANALYSIS OF HEAN CHANGE WITHIN 
GROUPS FOR THE POWER Jlli'iP TEST 
Independent Least-Square Standard 
Variable Mean Error 
Forced-stretch Group . 04 . 06 
Weight Group . 18 . 07 
Control Group . 21 . 07 
R elative Force I . 18 . 06 
Relative Forc e II . 11 . 06 
Forced-stretch Group 
x Relative Force I . 14 . 08 
Forc ed-stretch Group 
x Relative Force I I  - . 06 . 10 
Weight Group x 
Relative Force I . 19 . 07 
Weight Group x 
R elative Force II . 18 . 11 
Control Group x 
R elative Forc e  I . 21 . 13 
Control Group x 
R elative Force II . 20 . 08 
t . 05 (JO)  = 2 . 042 
J2 












* • t value must be smaller than the least-square The SX 
mean for that group in order for significance to occur . 
I 
To determine whether scores achieved in the thirty-yard 
sprint ,  relative force test , and the vertical power jump test,  
following the treatment were signifi cantly different from those 
achieved before the treatment , a t-test was applied to the least 
square means used in the analysis of variance. Thi s analysis 
involved determining whether the mean change within groups was 
signifi cant by comparing the actual mean with the estimat ed mean 
needed for acceptance of the null hypothesis. 
A two X three factorial analysis of variance was used to 
determine whether a relationship between training gi.:oups , relative 
force groups , or between training groups and relative force groups 
existed. 
Analysis of the Data 
Tables I I , III , and I V , show the group data employed in 
applying the t -test to the analysis of variance data for the purpose 
of determining the significance of changes in mean scores from the 
thirty-yard sprint , relative force test , and vertical power jump 
- .. 
test , respe ctively • The SX • t value had to be smaller than the 
least-square mean for that group in order for significance to 
o ccur. 
No differences were found to be significant for the thirty -
yard sprint . Hembers of the Forced-stretch Group ran the thirty ­
yard sprint in a mean time that was . 01 second slower than their 
pre-test result . 
I n  the relative force test , the Forced-stretch and Weight 
Groups realized significant gains of lJ . 84  and 24 . 62 pounds . Sub­
jects in Relative Force Group I also had a significant change 
(+17 . 5  pounds ) in leg strength . Within the Forced-stretch Group , 
those subj ects in Relative Force Group I showed a mean change of 
26. 67 pounds which was found to be significant . No o ther within 
group differences were signifi cant for the relative force test . 
The Weight and Control Groups and members of Relative 
Force Group I ,  each had significant increases in mean s cores for 
the vertical power jump. Mean score changes were 18 .46 foot pounds , 
20 . J6 foot pounds , and 16 . 88 foot pounds ,  respectively . A J'.llean 
increase of 18 . 89 foot pounds for Relative Force Group I within 
the Weight Group and 20 . 13 foot pounds for Relative For ce Group II 
within the Control Group were also found to be signifi cant . 
Table V shows the two X three factorial design for the 
analysis of pre - and post-test changes in performance between the 
three groups of subj ects , and among the two relative force groups . 
For differences between the Forced-stretch , Weight , and Control 
Groups to be significant at the . 05 level of confidence , an F ratio 
of J . J2 was required . For a difference to be significant between 
the two Relative Force Groups , an F ratio of 4 . 17 was needed . 
Dis cussion of the R esults 
Within the limitations of this study , it can be concluded 
that a training routine involvtiig forced-stretching does not 
significantly improve leg powe� for jumping . This is not in 
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TABLE V 
TWO X THREE FACTORIAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF DATA FOR 
GROUP BEANS COLLECTED DURING PRE- AND POST-TESTING 
Source of 
Test Variance df SS MS F 
Thirty Training Groups 2 o . oo 0 . 00 .J9 
Yard 
Sprint Force Groups 1 o . oo o . oo . oo 
Training Groups 
x Force Groups _ 2 o . oo o . oo .24 
R emainder JO O . lJ o . oo 
Relative Training Groups 2 O . OJ 0 . 02 . 77 
Force 
Test Force Groups 1 o . oo 0 . 00 .22 
Training Groups 
x Force Groups 2 0 . 01 o . oo . 15 
Remainder JO 0 . 61 0 . 02 
Vertical Training Groups 2 0 . 17 0 . 09 1 . 7J 
Power 
Jump Force Groups 1 0 . 04  o . o4 . 82  
Test 
Training Groups 
x Force Gr?ups 2 0 . 06 O . OJ . 62 
Remainder JO 1 .48 0 . 05 
* * 
. 05 (l/JO) = 4 . 17 F . 05 (2/JO) = J .J2 , F 
agreement with the findings o f  W erchosha.nski j who reported that 
jump and reach test scores improved signficantly after training 
with a for ced-stretch program . 1 A decrease in thirty meter times 
was also observed in the investigation by Werchoshanskij and was 
- 2 
attributed to an increased rate of acceleration at the start . 
One possible reason fo r the difference in the results o f  
this study and the present investigation was that Werchoshanskij 
employed a jump and reach test as his criterion for :power in 
extension o f  the legs . J In the present study, the verti cal power 
jump , which limits the ability o f  the arms to create additional 
momentum , was used as the criterion . Hill has reported that an 
important component in the vertical jump is the use o f  the arms . 4 
This facto r  is eliminated in the verti cal power jump . 
I t  is interesting to note that members of the Forced-
stretch Group experienced a decrement in performance following the 
treatment in the thirty yard sprint (X = - . 01) ,  and only a minimal 
level of improvement (X = 4 . 47 foot pound s )  in the vertical power 
J6 
jump . Members of the Control Group experienced an increase of 20 . 36 
foot pounds , while the Welght Group attained a mean increase of 
1J .  Wer choshanskij and G .  Tachjornoussow , " S prunge im 
Training der Sprinter , "  Die Lehre der Leichtathletik , No s . 45/46/47 , 
1974 . 
4 Henry Lewis Hill III , "A Cinematographi cal Comparison 
of Selected He chanical Factors· Asso c iated With Ver t i cal Jumping 
Height , "  ( unpublished I\�ster ' s thesis , University o f  North Caro lina 
at Gre ensboro , 1970)  p .  40. 
18.46 foot pounds . Considine states that speed is more closely 
�elated to power than it i s  to strength . 5 Similar findings were 
. . 6 reported by Start . 
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Toward the . end of the five-week training period, members of 
the Forced-stretch Group complained of a feeling of a loss of 
elasticity in their legs . The -decrease in performance between pre-
and post-tests by members of Relative Force Group II who received 
forced-stretch training ( -5 . 6  foot pounds ) in the vertical power 
jump appears to substantiate this concern . A twenty-four hour 
period elapsed between the final training session and the ad.min-
istration of the po st-test . It is po ssible that with an extended 
rest perio d , these individuals may have attained higher scores in 
the vertical power jump test . 
Analysis of the mean differences in the vertical power jump 
test scores revealed that a significant change o ccurred within the 
Weight Training Group ,  the Control Group, Relative Force Group I 
within the W eight Group, and the members of the Relative Force 
Group II within -the control group . The use of forced-stretch 
training did not increase jumping ability . The relative force group 
5wi lliam J .  Considine and William J .  Sullivan , "Relationship 
of Selected Tests of Leg Strength and Leg Power on College Men , "  




K. B. Start , et al . , "A Factorial Investigation of Power , 
Speed , I sometri c Strength, and Anthropometric £1ieasure in the Lower 
Limb , "  R esear ch Quarterly,  Vol . 37 , No . 4 ,  De cember 1966 , p.  559 . 
JB 
below an index of 2 . 0 within the Forced-stretch Group actually 
realized negative results . This concurs with the theory advanced 
by Zanon who reported that those below an index of 2 . 0 should 
increase their initial strength before initiating a depth jump 
train�ng program .7 
The Relative Force Group II within the Weight Group improved 
1n strength,  although not significantly . The limitation of a five-
week training period may have had some effect on this as there 
appear to be few studies report�ng signi�icant gains in strength 
in less than a six -week period .  
- The number o f  forced-stretch training sessions required for 
optimum gains does . not appear to have been established . Zanon has 
stated , " • • •  the adoption of a diary by the technician in respect 
of the training of each of his athletes is , in our view ,  an in-
dispensable condition for technical progress • In view of the 
fact that one segment of the Forced-stretch Group experienced a 
decrement in leg extensor power , i� is possible that the intensity 
and frequency of the exercises o�tlined for the training program 
used in this study were too great . 
Classification of subjects according to a relative force 
index did not appear to influence the changes that o ccurred , since 
7 Sergio Zanon , "Plymotrics Fur Die S:prunge , "  Die Lehre der 
Leichtathletik , No . 16 , 1974. 
'8i:bid . 
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the training groups and relative force group interaction did not 
approach a significant level of change for any of the three criteria. 
In the present study subjects were classified through the use 
of dynamic strength measures. In investigations conducted by Zanon, 
measures o f  maximum isometric force were used in subj ect classi-
fication. The use of static strength testing was found by Berger 
to be inaccurate as a valid predictor of dynamic strength. 9 He 
observed that an increase in static strengt� did no t result in a 
corresponding increase in dynamic strength. Thus , the method o f  
subject classification may not have been an accurate indicator o f  
• 
the relative force level for each subject . 
The Weight Training Group , Forced- stretch Group , and Relative 
Force Groups I and II achieved significant levels of change in the 
relative force test , as did Relative Force Group I within the W eight 
Training Group. The use of weight training for the development of 
increased strength is substantiated by several studies. 10 • ll , 12 
9R ichard A .  Berger , " Comparison of Static and Dynamic 
Strength Incr eases , "  Research Quarterly, Vol. JJ , No. J , O ctober 
1962 , p .  JJJ . 
lORichard A .  Berger, "Optimum Repetitions for the Develop­
ment of Strength, " R esearch Quarterly ,  Vol. JJ , No. 2 ,  October 
1972 ' p. 338 .  
· 
11Peter R .  Francis and Charles M .  Tipton , " Influence of a 
Weight Training Program on Quadriceps Reflex Time, " �.di cine and 
Science in Sports ,  Vol . 1 ,  No. 2 ,  June 1969,  pp . 91-94 . 
12E. K .  Capen , "The Effect of. Systematic Weight Training 
on Power, Strength, and Enduran.ce, " Research Quarterly ,  Vol . 37 , 
No. 1 ,  March l966 , p .  9 .  
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The Forced-stretch Group employed exercises utilizing the overload 
_principle when the leg muscles of each subject were required to 
overcome his weight and downward momentum . It would appear that 
the resultant str�ngth increase was due to the level of stress 
created by thi s form of movement . As a practical application , 
�orced-stretch training is more feasible than is extensive weight 
training, since forced-stretch training req�ires less equipment and 
is more game-like . 
Mo st subj ects in the present study were untrained athletes ; 
therefore , it is possible that the level of improvement may have 
·been greater for these individuals due to a learning effect than 
for trained athletes . 
The first hypothesis which stated that there would be no 
significant changes between pre- and post-tests in the thirty-yard 
sprint , relative force test , and vertical power jump was rejected ,  
since the Forced-stretch Group improved their leg power signifi ­
cantly . 
The seoond hypothesis was rej ected because the Weight Group 
improved significantly in leg strength and jumping ability . 
The Control Group realized significant improvement 1n the 
vertical power jump, thus , the third hypothesis was reject ed . 
The fourth hypothesis which stated there would be no changes 
between the pre- and post-test results of members in the Relative 
Force Groups was rejected , since significant changes in 
·
leg strength 
and jumping ability o ccurred within these groups . 
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It was not possible to rej ect the fifth hypothesis which 
stated that there would be no significant interrelationships between 




Slh"ilv1ARY ,  CONCLUSIONS ,  AND RECOl-f·.ENDATIONS 
Summary 
The purpo se of this study was to compare the effect s of 
forced-stretch training and weight training on the development of 
leg power as measured by the thirty-yard sprint , relative force 
test , and the vertical power jump. 
Thirty-six college freshmen enrolled in the Fitness and 
Lifetime Activities program at South Dakota State University , 
served as subj ects . The subje cts were divided into three treatment 
groups , a Forced-stretch Group, Weight Group , and Control Group . 
All subj ects were also grouped into Relative For ce Group I o r  
Relative Force Group II according to their relative force index . 
They were subsequently tested in speed (the thirty-yard sprint ) , leg 
strength (relative force test) , and leg power (vertical power jump 
test) , both before and after the five-week training period . Train­
ing was initiated on January 26 , · a.nd concluded on February 25 , 
1976 . 
A t-test using data from the analysis o f  variance pro cedure 
was employed to analyze data colle cted on leg power within the 
three training groups , and the two relative force groups . A two 
X three factorial analysis of variance was used to conduct a 
statisti cal analysis of the data to determine whether any interaction 
occurred between groups . The . 05 level of confidence was accepted 
as the minimum level for a difference to be significant in both 
procedures. No significant changes in performance occurred either 
between the three training groups, or the two relative force 
groups. Results o� the t-test revealed that significant changes 
occurred within the groups in the leg strength test and the power 
jump test. 
Conclusions 
Under the conditions of_ the present study, and within the 
limitations described, the following conclusions were drawn : 
1. Performance by members of the Forced-stretch Group 
improved signifi cantly in the leg strength test. 
4J 
z .  Performances by the Weight Group improved significantly 
in the leg strength test and the power jump test. 
J . Performance by members of the Control Group improved 
significantly in the power jump test. 
4 . There were significant changes in leg strength for 
Relative F orce Groups I and II , and the vert ical power jump for 
Relative Force Group I .  
5 . There were no significant differences within and among 
the three training groups and the two relative force groups. 
Recommendations 
In consideration of the results of this study the following 
recommencl.ations are mades 
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1 .  That a similar study be conducted over a longer training 
period . 
2 .  That a similar study be conducted using a larger number 
of subj ects . 
J . That additional research be conducted concerning the 
selection of appropriate intervals and intensity of forced-stretch 
training exer cises . 
4 .  That additional research be conducted concerning the 
effect of initia� leg strength on improvement of leg J:X)wer by 
forced-stretch training . 
5 . That a similar study be conducted with the training 
groups having an equal number of subjects above and below the 
relative force index of 2 . 0 .  
6 .  That a similar study be conducted using subj ect s who 
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COMPOSITE SCORE DATA FOR CLASSIFI CATION OF SUBJECTS 
Compo site Training Compo site Training 
Subject Score Group Subject Score Group 
WJ 4 . 65 1 JN . 51 2 
TP 4 . 61 2 JB . 41 1 
AR 3 . 75 3 L.tvI . • 24 3 
RS 2 . 70 2 WH . 23 1 
KN 2 . 28 1 MH - . 52 J 
JT 2 . 23 3 LP - . 59 2 
DP 1 . 95 3 LK -1 . 02 J 
TK 1 . 74 2 BE -1 . 21 1 
DV 1 . 69 1 SK -1 . 42 2 
ca L 6? 1 DB -1 . 5A 2 
DD 1 . 46 3 ME -1 . 76 J 
WP 1 . 40 2 JJ -1 . 88 1 
GG 1 . 30 3 RB -1 . 93 3 
BW 1 . 25 2 GO -2 . 07 1 
RC 1 . 20 1 SK -2 .40 2 
JN 1 . 14 2 GS -2 . 68 1 
· DI 1 . 03 1 JV -2 . 76 2 
MG 1 . 00 3 PK -2 . 90 3 
SH . 99 3 RB -4 . 01 J 
CB . 70 2 BG -4 . 10 2 
DE .66 1 NT -5 . 92 1 
APPENDIX B 
PURPOSE AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Dear Student , 
As you know by now you have the opportunity to be a pa.rt of 
a research pro j e ct conducted by your instructor . We will be 
investigating three training methods that may have an effect on 
leg power . All three methods have at one time or ano ther been 
reported to have an effect on leg power . The results from the 
study will be used to determine if they do have an effect , and 
if any of the methods might be better than the others . 
It i s  very important in the next 5 weeks that you do not 
niiss any ·t,rainiHg s�ssions . I f  this is unavoid.o.�le ,  iJleg,s� 
arrange for a makeup time as soon as possible . 
I appre ciate the extra effort this will require o f  you and 
hope you will also benefit from participating in thi s  study . 
I f  there are any questions concerning your parti cipation , please 
feel free to ask . 
Sincerely , 
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FORCED-STRETCH GROUl' RAW SCORE DATA 
Leg 
Thirty Yard Weight Strength Relative Power Jump 
Sprint ( pounds)  ( pounds) Force Index ( inches) 
Pre Post Dif . Pre Post Pre Post Pr e  Post Dif . Pre Post 
J . 96 J . 95 . • 01 137 1J8 JOO 320 2 . 19 2 . 32 . lJ 14 . 25 14 . 00 
3 . 97 3 . 93 . 04 168 166 J60 360 2 . 14 2 . 17 . OJ 14 . 50 15 . 25 
3 . 93 3 . 96 - . OJ 138 142 320 340 2 . 32 2 . 39 . 07 13 .25 18 . 25 
4 . 28 4 . 20 . 08 126 128 320 320 2 . 54 2 . 50 - . 04 10 . 50 12 . 25 
3 . 79 3 . 86 - . 07 140 141 320 340 2 . 29 2 . 41 . 12 , 16 . oo 14 . 50 
3 . 99 4 . 11 - . 12 155 158 320 380 2 . 06 2 .41 . 35 16 .25  17 . 75 
3 . 80 J . 82 - . 02 146 147 400 400 2 I 71-t 2 . 72 - . 02 19 . 75 19 . 50 
4 . 11 4 . 22 - . 11 1 .57 1.54 280 JOO 1 . 78 1 . 95 . 17 11 . 2.5 10 . 25 
4 . 24 4 . 20 '. 04 1.56 160 260 260 . 1 . 67 l . 6J - . 04 lJ . 50 15 . 00 
4 . 39 4 . 35 . 04 156 1.58 300 280 l . 79 1 . 77 - . 02 12 . 50 11 . 00 
4 . 77 4 . 75 . 02 197 202 260 JOO 1 . 32 1 .49 . 17 9 . 50 10 . 50 
3 . 99 J . 96 . OJ 158 158 JOO 340 1 . 90 2 . 15 . 25 19 . 50 16 . 50 
- . 01 1 . 62 16 . 67 . 10 . 21 
- . 01 1 . 25 15 . 00 . 08 . 75 
. oo 1 . 60 16 . 00 . 11 - . 60 
Power Jump 
(foot pounds) 
Pre' Po st Dif . 
163 161 - 2 
20J 211 8 
152 216 64 
110 lJl 21 
187 170 -17 
210 234 24 
240 239 - l 
147 132 -1.5 
176 200 24 
16J 145 -18 
156 177 21 
257 217 -40 
5 . 75 
12 . 13 




WEIGHT GROUP RAW SCORE DATA 
Leg 
Thirty Yard . Weight Strength Relative Power Jump Power Jump 
Sprint ( pounds) ( pounds ) Force Index ( inches)  ( foot pounds) 
Pre Post Dif . Pre Post Pre Post P-re Post Dif .  Pre Post Pre Post Dif . 
CB 1 3 . 90 3 . 91 - . 01 156 161 320 320 2 . 05 1 . 99 - . 06 14 . 00 15 . 00 182 201 19 
DB 1 4 . 29 4 . 38 - . 09 158 160 340 340 2 . 15 2 . 13 - . 02 11 . 00 11 . 50 145 153 8 
BG 2 4 • .54 4 . 42 . 12 125 125 240 240 1 . 92 1 . 92 . oo 11 . 00 12 . 75 115 133 18 
SK 2 4 . 02 4 . 07 - . 05 170 170 280 320 1 . 65 1 . 88 . 23 11 . 75 12 . 75 166 181 15 
TK 2 4 . 04 . 4 . 07 - . OJ 182 184 360 380 1 . 98 2 . 07 . 09 17 . 00 17 . 50 258 268 10 
. JN 1 3 . 87 J . 84  . 03 147 150 JOO 340 2 . 04 2 . 27 .23 16 . 00 16 . oo 196 200 4 
JN 1 4 . 06 4 . 02 . 04 180 172 380 400 2 . 11 2 . 33 . 22 13 . 00 14 . 00 195 201 6 
WP 1 3 . 81 3 . 79 . 02 138 140 320 380 2 . 32 2 . 71 . 39 14 . 00 17 .25 161 201 40 
LP 1 4 . 09 4 . 06 . 03 132 132 280 280 2 . 12 2 . 12 . oo 14 . 00 17 . 25 154 190 36 
TP 1 3 . 79 3 . 73 . 06 180 181 460 500 2 . 56 2 . 76 . 20 17 . 25 19 . 50 259 294 35 . 
RS 1 3 , 93 3 . 94 - . 01 209 216 420 480 2 . 10 2 . 22 . 21  15 . 75 16 . 25 274 293 19 
JV 2 4 . 31 4 . 28 . 03 164 167 JOO 320 1 . 83 1 . 92 . 09 10 . 25 12 . oo 140 167 27 
BW 1 4 . 01 3 . 90 . . 11 168 168 J40 J60 2 . 02 2 . 14 . 12 16 . 25 16 . 50 228 231 3 
, 
Mean 
Change . 02 l . JO 24 . 62 . 13 1 . Jl 18 .46 
Force . I . 02 1 . 25 26 .67 . 14 1 . 33 18 . 89 
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APPENDIX E 
CONTROL GROUP RAW SCORE DATA 
Leg 
Thirty Yard Weight Strength Relative Power Jump Power Jump 
Sprint (pounds ) ( pounds ) Force Index (inches ) (foot pounds ) 
Pre Post Dif . Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Dif . Pre Post Pre Post Dif . 
4 . 28 4 . 14 . 14 141 143 240 240 1 . 70 1 . 68 - . 02 15 . 75 13 . 2.5 185 158 -27 
4 . 25 4 . 18 . 07 170 165 220 240 1 . 29 1 .45 . 16 10 . 25 10 . 7.5 145 148 3 
4 . 02 4 . 02 . oo 175 175 J80 J40 2 . 17 1 . 94 - . 23 15 . 00 16 . 75 219 244 25  
4 . 08 4 . 1) - . 05 . 151 156 240 220 1 . 59 1 .41 - . 18 13 . 50 14 . 00 170 182 12 
J . 81 J . 78 . OJ 155 156 280 280 1 . 81 1 . 79 - . 02 17 . 00 21 . 50 220 280 60 
3 , 87 J . 88 - . 01 142 148 260 280 1 . BJ 1 . 89 . 06 18 . 25 20 .25 216 250 J4 
3 . 95 4 . 05 - . 10 200 198 JBO JBO 1 . 90 1 . 92 . 02 ' lJ . 25 15 . 75 221 260 39 
4 . )2 4 . 41 - . 09 160 155 240 240 1 . 50 1 . 55 . 05 lJ . 25 16 . 25 177 210 JJ 
4 . 05 4 . 05 . oo 189 189 340 360 1 . 80 1 . 90 . 10 14 . 00 14 . 50 221 228 7 
J . 9J J , 87 . 06 152 154 420 480 2 . 76 J . 12 . 36 17 . 75 17 . 50 224 225 1 
J . 84  J . 84 . oo 163 167 J60 J80 2 . 21  2 . 28 . 07 15 . 75 18 . 00 214 251 37 
. o4 . 73 7 . 27 . OJ 1 . J4 20 . 36 
. 02 2 . 0 0 13 . 33 ' . 07 1 . 25 21 . 00 
. oo . 25 5 . 00 . 02 2 . 00 20 . 13 
� 
